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NOTHER MONTH has passed without any

real action being taken by the British racing

industry to address the various crises which

beset the sport: the ‘unholy trinity’ of paltry

prize-money, endless humdrum races attracting

small fields and the drain of equine talent to richer pastures

abroad, which, together with falling attendances on the

racecourse, threaten Britain’s position as a leading racing

nation.

The success of York’s Ebor Festival lifted the gloom

somewhat, but those in a position to drive initiatives forward

to tackle these problems are notable only for a continuing and

marked lack of urgency in getting to grips with the new, and

dreadful, ‘normal’.

The situation has, however, not gone unnoticed and it was

interesting to note that former BHA chairman Paul Roy

couldn’t resist voicing his frustration  about a lack of direction

and impetus from racing’s governing tripartite members – the

BHA, the racecourses and the Thoroughbred Group.

Like most people involved in racing, Roy despairs of the

lack of progress since the announcement in June of proposed

collaboration on a long-term industry strategy by those three

key players. Indeed, so far as I can see, the only tangible sign

that anything is happening is that an initial meeting is to be

held on September 19-20.

Roy is calling for a business plan to be produced, with

action points and a timetable that the industry could buy into.

He also demands that broader goals be published, with Key

Performance Indicators set out by which the industry could

measure progress, or the lack of it.

EADERS will recognise in these demands echoes

of the work done by Peter Savill and the excellent

Keep Owners In Racing project of Jon Hughes and

Ged Shields. So, while there is, perhaps, nothing new in

Roy’s demands, his comments are helpful in pointing out that

continuing delay is simply not an option.

While the tripartite members dither, horses which have

shown some decent form, and which would enrich our better

meetings, continue to be sold abroad. Potential racegoers are

dissuaded from attending meetings by the prospect of

uncompetitive racing and racecourses demanding cashless

payments, and owners continue to be asked to allow their

horses to race for prize-money which can’t compete with that

available in other jurisdictions.

It was telling that when I met the yard’s Jock Bennett

recently to discuss his half-century of commitment to the

racing industry,  he highlighted his growing concern that,

while much has changed within British racing during those 50

years, prize-money can look awfully similar to that available

in the early 1980s.

AUL Roy’s intervention was not the only recent

contribution to the debate by leading industry

figures. Reacting to the publication of the fixture list

for 2023, which looks almost identical to this year’s calendar,

Bill Farnsworth, general manager of Musselburgh, was

scathing in his criticism of the impasse preventing progress in

dealing with racing’s obvious and urgent problems. ‘There is

too much racing, there are too many small fields,’ he told the

Racing Post. ‘It’s uncompetitive and not compelling. We get

no joy out of putting on racedays when most of the races have

fewer than eight runners and you’re expecting people to pay

£20 to come through the turnstiles, with corporate guests

paying a lot more and sponsors as well. I’d rather stage less

racing with better quality.’

‘I wish we could let the BHA do their job without having

their hands tied behind their back. But they don’t seem to be

able to do anything as either the racecourses don’t agree or the

trainers don’t. It’s complete inertia and it’s crippling the

sport.’  In a final, damning, summary of the present state of

affairs, he concluded: ‘We seem to be like rabbits in the

headlights – just standing there doing nothing.’

There will be those who will say that all this kind of

criticism is not what the industry needs. Positive ideas would

be welcome, carping criticism not.

But urgent action is overdue. If those leading the BHA, the

racecourses and the Thoroughbred Group are unable or

unwilling to make rapid progress, they should step aside.

Messrs Savill, Roy, Farnsworth, Hughes and Shields have

given them plenty to chew on. They simply must take positive

action - without further delay.
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HE RACING League truly is the gift that just

keeps giving. A pale imitation of the original idea

at the ‘Championship Horse Racing’ stage of the

project, which envisaged new ‘blue chip’

sponsors eager to invest in the sport as a result of a novel way

of presenting racing based on the glamour and appeal of the

Formula 1 Grand Prix system, the 2022 reality has delivered

us some new lows. Readers of the Racing Post on August 25

were treated to some ‘trash talking’ between team captains. ‘I

think he sees this as an opportunity to show he still exists,’

jibes one captain, while the addressee of that remark claims

‘he needs the Racing League to stay relevant.’ Charming.

I also loved the quotation ascribed to Jeremy Wray, the

man behind the concept, in a piece by Natalie Green in the

Racing Post, which I am sure will have delighted ITV4

bosses: 'Mid-week racing is like watching third division

reserves. We want to try something new which doesn't take

away from the big races, the big meetings'. Quite.           
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